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Managing Editor Dr. Russel Hirst

Doctors Choe and Frahi-Amroun, guest editors, have done the lions’ share of work on this special issue; my comments will be brief. It has been a pleasure and honor to work with these professionals. It is satisfying to see this result of our collaboration to produce a special issue on education and training in nuclear security. This field is complex, challenging, rapidly developing—and vital to the world’s safety and security. Thus the great importance of international cooperation.

Our guest editors have done an excellent job in assembling and editing the 13 articles that appear in this issue. I think you will find that the authors of these articles have important insights and instructive experiences to share with you. I hope you will listen attentively to their voices and then join the conversation yourself, by submitting your work to IJNS. In this issue you’ll see the call for submissions to the next issue, as well as the call for submissions to our next student writing competition.

Along with the entire IJNS editorial team, I look forward to hearing from you.

Russel Hirst
Director, Program in Technical Communication
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA